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Saskatoon continues to expand as show n by the rapid development in the new  Evergreen neighbourhood, The Saskatoon Chamber of Commerce says the population of the greater Saskatoon area has passed 300,000.
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The Saskatoon Chamber of Commerce estimates the population of the greater Saskatoon area hit a

major milestone - 300,000 - back in July.

That's a more significant figure than the population of the city itself, which is on the brink of reaching

250,000. The city's June estimate pegged it at 246,300.

The chamber's executive director, Kent Smith-Windsor, recalls that when Saskatoon hit 200,000

several years ago, he heard an insurance investor say that was a threshold that determined whether

his group could invest in a city.

"When you think in terms of how capital markets work, there is probably something going on in the

heads of various investment interests - investment funds, insurance companies, real estate

investment trusts - that always keep track of what the hard front number is, that two or three," Smith-

Windsor said.
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Though Saskatoon has the reputation of a boom town, he said the recent population growth isn't

"amazingly" faster than historical norms - it just seems that way after the doldrums of 1995 through

2005, which experienced the slowest growth rate in the city's history, including the 1930s.

"Saskatoon has had a tradition - it's just we forgot - around being an immigrant centre. Large parts of

Riversdale were established by new Canadians, and that was done in a series of waves of

immigration from various parts of the world."

"If you haven't lived it in recent memory, as a community you almost forget it."

The new Canadian trend also includes people relocating to Saskatoon from Toronto after realizing

that metropolis wasn't the economic dream they'd hoped for, he said.

Lynn Ewing, president of the Saskatoon Symphony Orchestra board, said more people means more

potential patrons.

And newcomers will be coming from a range of backgrounds, so the SSO has to plan for greater

diversity, she said.

People coming from Europe might be more likely to take in the symphony due to its tradition there.

It's harder to predict the musical tastes of people from other parts of Canada, but the SSO also has

well-attended pops and Christmas concerts and family concerts.

"It's not that we want to be doing everything for everyone, we obviously can't do that. But most people

think of the symphony as being exclusively involved in serious classical music. I think people need to

realize there's more to the symphony than that."

Robin Weibe, senior economist with the Conference Board of Canada, said growth in general brings a

slew of benefits.

Music promoters feel more confident they can fill bigger venues, and retailers cross a threshold for

setting up stores.

Growth brings vibrant, ethnic diversity - and along with it, the benefit of more choice in restaurants.

It raises potential output and fuels demand.

On the flip side, with the labour force participation rate at 72 per cent and the unemployment rate

around three per cent, there's not a lot of untapped labour to be accessed, Weibe said.

"So that's the challenge." Saskatoon has the capacity - and the necessity - to grow faster than people

think, Smith-Windsor said.

Because of a critical mass of post-secondary institutions, it has a higher proportion of new grads

(8,000 per year) than any city in Western Canada, he noted.

"All you have to do is be able to find a career path for them."

That figure means Saskatoon has the youngest population in the country.

As young people establish their careers and families, there's a burst in the school population, housing

demand and housing expenditures.

A younger population with robust career options can also better withstand pressures such as the

health costs and pensions of an aging population, he said.
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